The fundamental diversity-multiplexing tradeoff of the three-node, multi-input, multi-output (MIMO), quasi-static, Rayleigh faded, half-duplex relay channel is characterized for an arbitrary number of antennas at each node and in which opportunistic scheduling (or dynamic operation) of the relay is allowed, i.e., the relay can switch between receive and transmit modes at a channel dependent time. In this most general case, the diversity-multiplexing tradeoff is characterized as a solution to a simple, two-variable optimization problem. This problem is then solved in closed form for special classes of channels defined by certain restrictions on the numbers of antennas at the three nodes. The key mathematical tool developed here that enables the explicit characterization of the diversity-multiplexing tradeoff is the joint eigenvalue distribution of three mutually correlated random Wishart matrices. Besides being relevant here, this distribution result is interesting in its own right. Previously, without actually characterizing the diversity-multiplexing tradeoff, the optimality in this tradeoff metric of the dynamic compress-and-forward protocol based on the classical compress-and-forward scheme of Cover and El Gamal was shown by Yuksel and Erkip. However, this scheme requires global channel state information at the relay. In this paper, the so-called quantize-map and forward (QMF) coding scheme is adopted as the achievability scheme with the added benefit that it achieves optimal tradeoff with only the knowledge of the (channel dependent) switching time at the relay node. Moreover, in special classes of the MIMO half-duplex relay channel, the optimal tradeoff is shown to be attainable even without this knowledge. Such a result was previously known only for the half-duplex relay channel with a single antenna at each node, also via the QMF scheme. More generally, the explicit characterization of the tradeoff curve in this study enables the in-depth comparisons herein of full-duplex versus half-duplex relaying as well as static versus dynamic relaying, both as a function of the numbers of antennas at the three nodes.
The Diversity-Multiplexing Tradeoff of the MIMO Half-Duplex Relay Channel plest theoretical abstraction of a cooperative communication network is the three-node relay channel (RC), where the relay node helps the communication between the source and destination nodes by forwarding an appropriately processed version of the source message received at the relay node to the destination. Moreover, multiple antennas at the three nodes can markedly boost rate and reliability performance by allowing for the exploitation of the inherent combined MIMO and cooperative communication gains. MIMO RC communications can be used in various applications. For instance, consider a cellular network (referred to as hereafter) in which a cell is divided into multiple subcells with each subcell being served by an additional dedicated node [a smaller base station (BS)] to provide better quality of service. In such a network, a user in a subcell can use this dedicated node to relay its messages to and from the BS. This is under consideration for LTE-advanced and WiMAX technologies [4] and being standardized for broadband wireless access by the IEEE 802.16's relay task group [5] for expanded throughput and coverage with the deployment of relay stations of complexity and cost lower than that of legacy BSs but higher than that of mobile stations [5] . Another example of a cooperative network (referred to as , hereafter) is the sensor network in Fig. 1(b) (cf., [6] ), where a more capable mobile relay station (MRS) (i.e., with more antennas) helps several less capable sensor nodes (SNs) to communicate with each other. It is possible to give other examples, see for instance the application of cooperative communication in ad-hoc networks in [7] . Note that the numbers of antennas at the different nodes vary across the applications and also depend on whether the communication is uplink or downlink (such as in the and networks), which points to the importance of studying MIMO RCs with an arbitrary number of antennas at each node.
The relay has two phases of operation: the listen phase, in which it receives the signal from the source, and the transmit phase, in which it transmits some version of the received signal to the transmitter. If the relay can simultaneously operate in both phases, it is called a full-duplex (FD) relay and the corresponding channel is called a full duplex relay channel (FD-RC). Otherwise, if the relay can only operate in one phase at a time it is called a half-duplex (HD) relay and the corresponding channel a half duplex relay channel (HD-RC). Due to the large difference between the power levels of the transmitted and received signals, however, it is difficult, if not impossible, to design FD relays cost-and space-efficiently. The focus of this paper is hence on MIMO HD-RCs.
Cooperative protocols proposed and analyzed for the HD-RC can be divided into different classes. If a protocol uses the channel state information (CSI) at the relay to opportunistically decide the switching time (denoted by )-the time at 0018-9448/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE which it switches between the listen and transmit phases-it is called a dynamic protocol. Dynamic protocols considered in the literature include the dynamic decode-and-forward (DDF) protocol in [8] and the dynamic compress-and-forward (DCF) protocol in [9] . Otherwise, if the relay is restricted to switch between the listen and transmit phases at a predetermined, channel independent time, it is called a static protocol. An important example is the static compress-and-forward (SCF) protocol in [9] and [10] . An HD-RC on which protocols are restricted to be static is called a static HD-RC, and one on which they are not is called a dynamic HD-RC, or simply an HD-RC, since any static protocol is a special case of dynamic protocols. On the other hand, the transmit-receive phases on an HD-RC can be thought of as states and additional information can be conveyed to the receiver through the sequence of these states. A cooperative protocol that uses these states to send additional information is called a random protocol; otherwise, it is a fixed protocol (see [9] and [11] ).
In this paper, we focus on the general three-node MIMO HD-RC, i.e., in which there are an arbitrary number of antennas at each node and in which there are no constraints on the relay operation so that it can operate via the static or dynamic and random or fixed mode. In order to avoid repeated use of a complete descriptor of a channel we will use simplified ones when the meaning is unambiguous from the context. For example, we may refer to the dynamic MIMO HD-RC sometimes simply as the RC because this channel is the central focus of this paper. Similarly, we may refer to the MIMO FD-RC or the static MIMO HD-RC as the FD-RC or the static RC, respectively, when the meaning is clear.
In spite of its apparent simplicity, neither the capacity nor the diversity-multiplexing tradeoff (DMT) [12] of the three-node MIMO HD-RC is known till date. However, in a recent paper [13] , the capacity of this channel was characterized within a constant gap. It was proved that the so-called quantize-map and forward (QMF) scheme can achieve a rate which is within a constant gap to the cut-set upper bound of the channel. 1 On a slowfading HD-RC however, the instantaneous end-to-end mutual information, and therefore the cut-set bound of the channel, is a random quantity-it is a function of the instantaneous channel matrices, denoted , and the switching time . A meaningful measure of performance on this channel is hence the outage probability which is a measure of reliability as a function of the communication rate in that it represents the (minimum) probability with which a particular rate cannot be supported on the channel. The result in [13] provides upper and lower bounds on this outage probability, both in terms of the instantaneous cut-set upper bound of the channel, denoted as for a channel realization of , as where is the operating rate and is a positive constant independent of the channel parameters and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the channel (e.g., see [13, Th. 8 .5]). The exact evaluation of the outage probability requires both these bounds to be tight which in turn requires the exact capacity of the channel. Instead, in this paper, we focus on the asymptotic (in SNR) behavior of the tradeoff between rate and reliability as captured by the DMT metric, first introduced in the context of the point-to-point (PTP) MIMO channel by Zheng and Tse in [12] . Since it was proved that a random protocol can increase the capacity by at most one bit in [9] , there is no distinction between random and fixed protocols in the DMT framework. Thus, from the DMT perspective, characterizing the DMT of the HD-RC by allowing for dynamic operation of the relay but restricting it to the fixed mode still amounts to characterizing the fundamental DMT of the HD-RC. It is noted that the DMT of the static MIMO HD-RC for the symmetric configuration, where the destination and source have equal number of antennas, has been recently obtained by Leveque et al. in [10] . It is shown here that in general a restriction that relay protocols be static fundamentally limits DMT performance over the MIMO HD-RC.
Since its first introduction and pioneering work by Van der Meulen [16] and the subsequent significant progress made by Cover and El Gamal in [15] , the RC and its more general versions have been analyzed from both the capacity perspective in [7] , [13] , [17]- [20] , and from the diversity, or more generally, the DMT perspectives for the three-node relay network in quasi-static fading channels in [1] , [8] [9] [10] , and [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . The earliest works demonstrating the improved reliability of the RC in terms of the diversity gain compared to the corresponding PTP channel were reported in [21] [22] [23] [24] , where a number of simple cooperative protocols were proposed and their DMT performance was analyzed. Later in [8] , [24] , and [25] , more efficient protocols were introduced. Notable among these were the DDF protocol which is DMT optimal on a single-antenna RC for a range of low multiplexing gains and the so-called enhanced DDF (EDDF) protocol in [25] . All of the aforementioned protocols were analyzed for the RC with single-antenna nodes, although Prasad and Varanasi [24] consider multiple antennas at the destination.
Multiple antenna RCs were studied by Yuksel and Erkip in [9] , where the DMTs of a number of protocols were evaluated and the DMT optimality of the compress-and-forward (CF) coding scheme in [15] for the MIMO FD-and HD-RCs was proved. In the DCF protocol in [9] , the relay node utilizes all the instantaneous channel realizations, i.e., global CSI, to compute the quantized signal and the optimal switching time of the relay node. However, global CSI at the relay is not necessary to achieve DMT optimal performance.
In this paper, we are interested in establishing the DMT of the dynamic MIMO HD-RC. While the optimality in the DMT metric of the DCF protocol was shown in [9] , the characterization of this optimal performance, i.e., the fundamental DMT of the MIMO HD-RC, is not yet known and is the subject of this paper. The key mathematical tool that prevented its computation thus far is the joint eigenvalue distribution of three mutually correlated random Wishart matrices. Here, we obtain this distribution as a stepping stone to characterizing the DMT of the MIMO HD-RC. Moreover, not only is this distribution result is interesting in its own right as a problem in random matrices, it also arises in the study of the DMT of the MIMO Z and interference channels as can be seen from our work in [27] [28] [29] .
The explicit DMT of the MIMO HD-RC evidently would serve as a theoretical benchmark against which the performances of the various cooperative protocols proposed and analyzed in the literature can be compared. Further, cooperative protocols which are suboptimal but cost-efficient provide the system designer with an option to trade performance and complexity if their performance loss can be quantified relative to optimal performance. Moreover, the answers of a number of interesting and open questions hinge on the explicit characterization of the DMT of the MIMO HD-RC. For instance, while the DMT of the MIMO FD-RC is an upper bound to that of the MIMO HD-RC, it is not known whether the latter is strictly worse than that of the former. The question is especially intriguing in light of the result by Pawar et al. in [30] where it was shown that the DMT of the single-antenna (or single-input, single-output (SISO)) HD-RC is identical to that of the SISO FD-RC. Comparing with the DMT of the MIMO FD-RC which was found in [9] , this question can be resolved if the explicit DMT of the MIMO HD-RC can be characterized. There are also open questions regarding the comparative performances of the static and dynamic MIMO HD-RCs. Although intuitively it seems that the dynamic HD-RC should have a better DMT than the static HD-RC, there is no theoretical proof of this thesis to date. For instance, in the SISO case, there is no difference in the DMTs of the static and dynamic HD-RCs as shown in [30] because the DMT of the static QMF protocol coincides with that of the SISO FD-RC. The question here is whether this result continues to hold in the more general static and dynamic MIMO HD-RCs. This question can be answered if the DMT of the (dynamic) MIMO HD-RC were to be found, since in this case, one could, at least for the symmetric cases, compare with the DMT of the symmetric static MIMO HD-RC in [10] .
This paper answers the two questions raised previously in the negative. In particular, the results of this paper, an example from which is shown in Fig. 1(a) depicting the DMT of the HD-RC with single-antenna source and destinations but with two antennas at the relay, the RC [applicable, for example, to in Fig. 1(b) ], show that in general neither is the DMT of the static MIMO HD-RC always equal to that of the corresponding dynamic MIMO HD-RC, nor is the DMT of the MIMO FD-RC always identical to that of the corresponding MIMO HD-RC.
Besides resolving the aforementioned discussed problems, the explicit DMT characterized in this paper provides sharper answers about the MIMO HD-RC. Denoting an RC with , and antennas at the source, relay, and destination, respectively, as the -RC, they include, but are not limited to the following.
1) While in general the DMT performance of the MIMO HD-RC is inferior to that of the corresponding MIMO FD-RC, it is found that for two classes of channels, namely (a) the RCs with and (b) the RCs, the DMTs of the HD-and FD-RCs are identical (see Remark 10) . While the observation of case (a) is based on empirical results (e.g., see Remark 3), case (b) is proved analytically. Therefore, for these classes of RCs, an FD relay does not improve the DMT performance over that of the corresponding HD-RC. 2) In general, for a set of high multiplexing gain values, the optimal DMT of the MIMO HD-RC can be achieved without CSI at the relay node. Empirical results show that, on RCs other than the two classes described previously, as the number of antennas at the relay node increases, the size of this set increases [e.g., see Fig. 4 
3) It is well known from [9] that the fundamental DMT of FD-RC is given by
where represents the DMT of the MIMO PTP channel [12] . From this, it is clear that an additional antenna at the relay node strictly improves the DMT performance of an FD-RC at all multiplexing gains. However, this is not true for the MIMO HD-RC. When is large enough, an extra antenna at the relay node does not further improve the DMT of the HD-RC for high multiplexing gains (see Remark 5). 4) Moreover, it is shown that the DMT of the HD-RC is equal to the DMT of the corresponding FD-RC, thereby generalizing the result of Pawar et al. in [30] . Moreover, for the HD-RC, the optimal DMT can be achieved by the static QMF protocol which requires no CSI at the relay node. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first result regarding the achievability of the DMT of a non-SISO HD-RC without global CSI at the relay node. 2 For the HD-RC, it is shown that the DDF protocol achieves the DMT of the HD-RC up to a multiplexing gain of 0.5 and that of the static QMF protocol (with no CSI at the relay node) for multiplexing gains between 0.5 and unity. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the system model and provide some preliminaries including the asymptotic joint distribution of the eigenvalues of three specially correlated random matrices which will be used later to derive the fundamental DMT of the MIMO HD-RC. In Section III, we characterize the fundamental DMT of the MIMO HD-RC as the solution of a simple optimization problem in two steps: 1) in Section III-A, we obtain an expression for the probability of an appropriately defined outage event; and 2) in Section III-B, we characterize the DMT as a solution to an optimization problem, which we subsequently simplify to a two-variable optimization problem. In Section IV, we provide closed-form expressions for the DMT of different classes of MIMO HD-RCs including the class of symmetric RCs and then prove in Section V that the DMT of the RC and the HD-RC can be achieved without CSI at the relay node. Section VI concludes this paper.
Notations: and represent the number , the minimum of and , the size of the set , the determinant and the conjugate transpose of matrix , respectively. The symbol represents a square diagonal matrix of corresponding size with the elements in its argument on the diagonal. represents an identity matrix. We denote the field of real and complex numbers by and , respectively. The set of real numbers between and will be denoted by . The set of all matrices with complex entries is denoted as . The distribution of a complex Gaussian random vector with zero mean and covariance matrix is denoted as . The trace of a square matrix is denoted as .
(or ) would mean that is a positive-semidefinite (psd) matrix (or positive-definite matrix), respectively.
represents the probability of the event . All the logarithms in this text are to the base 2. Finally, any two functions and of , where is the SNR defined later, are said to be exponentially equal and denoted as if (2) and and signs are defined similarly.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES
We consider a quasi-static, Rayleigh faded MIMO HD-RC, with a single relay node as shown in Fig. 2 . It is assumed that the source, destination, and relay nodes have , and antennas, respectively. Let , and model the fading channel matrices between the source and relay, source and destination, and relay and destination nodes, respectively. For economy of notation, the set of 2 In [31] , the DMT of the multihop MIMO RC, in which there is no direct link between the source and destination, was characterized with only RCSI at the relay node. these channel matrices is denoted as . It is assumed that these matrices are mutually independent and their elements are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) as . The channel matrices remain constant within a block of channel uses, where is the block length of the source codeword. Suppose that during the first symbol times, the relay node only listens to the source transmission and during the remaining symbol times, it transmits its own codeword , where . In what follows, the listening phase and the transmitting phases of the relay node will be denoted by and , respectively, and the fraction is called the switching time. Since we consider the general case in which the relay node can operate dynamically, the switching time should be chosen to maximize the end-to-end instantaneous mutual information and can thus depend on all of . We also assume in general that the destination and relay nodes have global CSI (although only knowledge of switching time is needed at the relay), but the source node does not have any CSI. We assume short-term power constraints at the source and relay, i.e., these nodes cannot allocate power across different fades of the channel as a function of , see (6) .
Further, we also assume that the source (in collaboration with the relay) transmits information at a fixed rate since it does not have any CSI, applications for which are constant bit-rate services such as voice and video. Note that an information outage can be avoided on a communication link if some CSI is available at the transmitter since it can be used to allocate power across different fading blocks (cf., [32] [33] [34] ) under the so-called longterm power constraint and/or transmit information at a variable rate as a function of the instantaneous channel realizations. It was shown in [34] that the DMT of a PTP MIMO channel can be improved by either of these two techniques.
Definition 1:
The DMT achievable by the best cooperative protocol among all admissible ones with global CSI and only receive CSI (RCSI) at the relay node of the RC will be called the fundamental DMT and the RCSI DMT of the channel, respectively.
Denoting the signals transmitted by the source at time in phases one and two as and , respectively, and the signal transmitted by the relay at time as (in phase two), the received signals at the destination and relay nodes in phase one are given as
and the received signal at the destination node in phase two is given as where and represent mutually independent additive noise random vectors at the destination and relay nodes, respectively. All the entries of these random vectors are assumed to be i.i.d. as
. The power constraints at the relay and the source nodes are 3 (5)
Let be a sequence of codebooks, where for each , the corresponding codebook consists of codewords, each of which is a matrix satisfying (5). The sequence of codebooks is said to have a multiplexing gain of if Further, suppose for such a coding scheme represents the average probability of decoding error at the destination node (averaged over the Gaussian noise, channel realizations, and the different codewords of the codebook) at an SNR of ; then, the optimal diversity order of the channel at a multiplexing gain is defined as (7) where represents the minimum average probability of error achievable on an RC minimized over the collection of all possible coding schemes, C , i.e., C
In Section III-B, we shall show that the optimal diversity order at a multiplexing gain of can be written as (9) where is given by (40) in Section III-B and , and are vectors containing the negative SNR exponents of the eigenvalues (see (14) in the following section) of , and , respectively. Evidently, to evaluate the DMT, we need the joint probability density function (pdf) of the eigenvalues of these matrices, which we obtain next.
A. Joint Eigenvalue Distribution of Three Mutually Correlated Wishart Matrices
Let us denote the matrices , and 3 Allowing distinct powers at the source and relay nodes of and , respectively, where is a constant independent of , does not alter the DMT. We assume for ease of disposition.
as , and , respectively. It is evident from their structure that these matrices are not mutually independent. In general, finding the joint pdf of two or more mutually correlated random matrices is a difficult problem in the theory of random matrices. However, in this section, we show that by exploiting the specific structure of these matrices and the distribution of the constituent matrices, we can compute a closed-form expression for the joint pdf of their eigenvalues.
Let , and be the ordered nonzero eigenvalues with probability 1 (w.p. 1) of , and , respectively. Define , and with , and
. It is convenient to denote the joint pdf of the three sets of eigenvalues as and similarly their marginal and conditional pdfs, i.e., the marginal pdf of is denoted as , the conditional pdf of conditioned on is denoted as , etc. Consider the following lemma which provides the first step toward simplifying the problem at hand. 
Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix A.
Using the aforementioned lemma, the joint pdf of the eigenvalues of the three matrices can be expressed as (11) The joint pdf of the eigenvalues of , which is a central Wishart matrix, can be found, for example, in [35] , whereas the conditional pdfs and involve complicated functions such as determinants whose components are hypergeometric functions of the eigenvalues (e.g., see the proof of Theorem 1 in [26] ). Indeed, using the technique described in [26] , the exact expression for these conditional pdfs and hence for the joint pdf can be derived. However, since we are interested only in a high SNR analysis, it is sufficient to obtain and exactly just up to their SNR exponents, i.e., approximate expressions which have the same SNR exponents as the exact joint pdf. For this purpose, we use Theorem 1 from [26] , which characterizes the conditional joint pdf of the eigenvalues of matrices in the form of or given the eigenvalues of a matrix in the form of and are specified in (12) and (13) , shown at the bottom of the next page. The joint pdf of up to its exponential order can be obtained by substituting (12) and (13) into (11) and importing the expression for from [35] . However, we note that for the DMT analysis, we need the joint pdf of the negative SNR exponents of these eigenvalues, i.e., if we define the transformed variables via the following equations:
then the DMT computation requires the joint statistics of . Using these change of variables in (11), we get the joint pdf of (where each vector in this triple is simply the vector of the corresponding random variables), which is denoted by and is given as (15) where , and are obtained by replacing the three sets of arguments in using the transformations (14) in , and , respectively. The quantities , and represent the Jacobians of the transformations in (14) .
We next evaluate the three sets of products of Jacobians and the associated functions in the overall product expression in the right-hand side of (15) up to exponential order. We begin with first. Using the transformations (14) in equation (13) and some elementary properties of sequence of real numbers (e.g., see Theorem 2 of [26] ) we get (16) where and (17) Similarly, it can be shown that (18) where and (19) Moreover, using the expression for the pdf of given in [12] we have (20) Finally, substituting (16), (18) and (20) into (15), we get the main result of this section, namely, the joint distribution of up to exponential order, which we state in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: If
, and are the vectors containing the negative SNR exponents of the ordered eigenvalues of the matrices , and , respectively, as defined in the transformations in (14) , then the joint distribution of is given up to exponential order as (21) where and is given in (22) , shown at the bottom of the page. 
III. DMT OF THE MIMO HD-RC It was proved in [9] that the DCF protocol based on the CF scheme in [15] , which requires global CSI at the relay node, can achieve the DMT of the MIMO HD-RC. The actual DMT was however not obtained therein. Here, using the asymptotic eigenvalue distribution result of Theorem 1 of the previous section, the DMT of the MIMO HD-RC is first characterized as the solution of a convex optimization problem (see Theorem 2) and then simplified to a two-variable optimization problem (see Theorem 3). Moreover, it is shown that the QMF protocol achieves this fundamental DMT with only the knowledge of the optimal switching time at the relay (hereafter referred to as the dynamic QMF protocol). This is in contrast to the DCF protocol in [9] which requires global CSI at the relay. Later in Section V, it is proved that even the switching time information, while sufficient, is not necessary under certain conditions. In particular, it is shown that the DMT of the and HD-RCs can be achieved without CSI at the relay. This is also the case for more general classes of MIMO HD-RCs but only for sufficiently high multiplexing gains.
To characterize the DMT, we first prove that (see (8)), the minimum average probability of decoding error achievable on the channel at an SNR of , is exponentially equal (recall definition in (2)) to the probability of an appropriately defined outage event. In Section III-A, we derive an upper and a lower bound to the instantaneous capacity of the channel and from those we derive an expression for the outage probability. The upper bound is based on the instantaneous cut-set bound of the channel and the lower bound is derived from an achievable rate expression of the QMF protocol operating dynamically on the RC. Finally, analyzing this expression for the outage probability in Section III-B, we derive the DMT of the channel by computing the negative SNR exponent of the outage probability.
It is well known that on a slow-fading PTP channel, the maximum rate at which information can be reliably transferred to the receiver depends on the channel realization, and is hence a random quantity. In what follows, this rate will be referred to as the instantaneous capacity of the channel. For a particular channel realization, if the rate of transmission is larger than the instantaneous capacity of a PTP channel, we say the channel is in outage. The same is true for an RC, where in addition a relay node helps the end-to-end transmission between the source and the destination nodes. Further, on a dynamic HD-RC, the instantaneous capacity of the channel also depends on the switching time of the relay node and should be chosen optimally to maximize it. Let represent the optimal switching time and let the instantaneous capacity be denoted as . Using this notation, we next define the outage event.
Definition 2 (Outage Event):
The HD-RC is said to be in outage if for a particular channel realization, and SNR , and the rate of transmission, (in bits per channel use (Bpcu)) is larger than its instantaneous capacity. The corresponding outage event is denoted as so that (23) Assuming that denote the outage probability and , the corresponding diversity order, i.e., , we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2:
The minimum probability of decoding error achievable on the MIMO HD-RC, (see (8)) is exponentially equal to the outage probability. Hence, the corresponding diversity orders are also equal so that (24) where is defined in (7) . Proof of Lemma 2: The proof is identical to that in [12] .
In the next section, we derive an expression for the outage probability .
A. Outage Probability
From the discussion in Section I, it is clear that the best DMT achievable by the family of fixed and dynamic protocols actually represents the best DMT that can be achieved by any admissible (cooperative) communication scheme on the HD-RC. Thus, we restrict our attention, without loss of generality, to the family of fixed and dynamic protocols. To derive an expression for the probability of the outage event, which is defined in (23) in terms of the instantaneous capacity of the channel, we first derive a lower and an upper bound to it. These bounds in turn are expressed in terms of the well-known cut-set bound of the channel. Assuming that the relay node switches from the listening mode to the transmit mode at time , an expression for the corresponding cut-set bound can be easily derived [36] , [37] , and is given as (25) where denotes the cut-set bound of the channel for a given and
where , represent the mutual informations that can flow across the cuts around the source and destination, respectively.
The following two-part lemma provides i) an upper bound and ii) a lower bound to .
Lemma 3: i. The cut-set bound for the RC is further upper bounded as follows:
where and
ii. Moreover, the cut-set bound is lower bounded as . Proof: See Appendix B.
We know that the cut-set bound, and therefore (due to above Lemma), represents an upper bound to any achievable rate on the RC for the given switching time of the relay. Our objective is to relate it to which is the maximum rate achievable on the channel optimized over all possible switching times. As a result, we have where (34) Since the right-hand side of (34) is maximized when , equating (29) and (30) we get the optimal value for the switching time as (35) Putting this value of in (28), we get (36) While this provides an upper bound to the instantaneous capacity of the channel, next we derive a lower bound to it. In [13] , it was proved that for a given , the QMF protocol can achieve a rate on an RC with channel matrices , where (37) and is independent of both the channel matrices and . The second inequality in the aforementioned equation follows from the second part of Lemma 3. The achievable rate satisfying (37) can be achieved by the QMF protocol as long as is known to the relay node. In other words, a rate that is within constant gap to can be achieved by the QMF protocol. Note that, is a function of the instantaneous channel realizations, (e.g., see (35) ) and can be computed by the relay node since we assume global CSI at the relay node.
Combining (36) and (37) with (23), we obtain which in turn imply that where and the last dot-equality follows from the fact that is independent of . Substituting this identity into Lemma 2, the optimal diversity order of the MIMO HD-RC at a multiplexing gain of can be written as (38) Remark 1: The QMF protocol can achieve the DMT of the MIMO HD-RC with knowledge of only , the switching time that maximizes the cut-set bound (in lieu of the true optimal switching time ), i.e., it does not require the explicit knowledge of , and . However, the destination node requires global CSI. In particular, the channel realization has to be forwarded by the relay node to the destination which cannot directly measure the channel between the source and relay node. The two incoming channel matrices, i.e., and , can be estimated by the destination node using standard techniques for channel estimation.
B. DMT as a Solution to an Optimization Problem
It is evident from (38) that to obtain , the probability distribution of , which is a function of the three channel matrices, is needed. However, by simplifying the expression for , it is shown that just the joint distribution of the eigenvalues (indeed, just that of their SNR exponents) of three composite channel matrices , for , defined in Section II-A, suffices.
Lemma 4:
The optimal diversity order of the MIMO HD-RC can be written as (39) where is given as (40) and 's, 's, and 's are the negative SNR exponents of the eigenvalues of , and , respectively. Proof: The proof is given in Appendix C.
Using the joint pdf of given by (21), can be evaluated and substituting that in (39) , we obtain the optimal diversity order leading to the following theorem. Outline of Proof: It is clear from (39) that the optimal diversity order is equal to the negative SNR exponent of . Using the joint pdf of obtained in Section II-A, this probability can be written as an integral of the pdf over the subset of the sample space of where (call it ). From Laplace's method, it follows that this integral is dominated by a term having the minimum negative SNR exponent over . The details are provided in Appendix D.
Remark 2 (Reciprocity):
It is well known that the fundamental DMTs of the and the PTP MIMO channels are identical. From (1), it is also clear that the DMTs of the and the MIMO FD-RCs are identical. The aforementioned theorem proves that this reciprocity property of DMT extends to the MIMO HD-RC as well as can be seen from the symmetry in and of the optimization problem of (41) . In other words, the fundamental DMTs on the and MIMO HD-RCs are identical. Henceforth, we let without loss of generality. Note that , and are affine functions of the 's, 's, and 's, respectively. Furthermore, by computing its Hessian, it can be easily proved that the function is not convex with respect to and . Thus, it is evident that is not a convex function.
Hence, the left-hand side of the inequality constraint (43) is not a convex function either. Therefore, the optimization problem in Theorem 2 is not a convex optimization problem and hence is not amenable to the convex programming methods [38] . Moreover, the number of variables in the optimization also grow with , and linearly. To overcome these problems, in what follows, we shall find an equivalent optimization problem with only two variables (independent of , and ), which can then be solved by exhaustive search in the closed domain of the problem. , we found that the DMT is identical to that of the corresponding MIMO FD-RC. It appears to be difficult however to show this analytically. Note that this scenario applies to the downlink of the cooperative network (with ) as described in the introduction. Fig. 3(a) illustrates this fact for a few specific examples of MIMO RCs. Thus, for the class of MIMO HD-RCs for which , the HD constraint does not appear to be restrictive in terms of DMT performance. In general, however, the MIMO HD-RC has different DMT characteristics than the MIMO FD-RC. For instance, see Fig. 3(b) , which is relevant for the sensor network in Fig. 1(b) . This will be further discussed in the next section.
Conjecture 1: For the class of HD-RCs for which , the DMT is equal to that of the corresponding MIMO FD-RC.
IV. CLOSED-FORM EXPRESSIONS FOR THE DMTS OF A FEW CLASSES OF RCS
A closed-form expression of the DMT would provide more insights about the system than a numerical solution. Motivated by this fact, we next provide closed-form solutions for the fundamental DMT of special classes of MIMO HD-RCs specified by the relationship between the numbers of antennas at (42) and is given by (90) in Appendix F. Proof: The proof is given in Appendix F.
Evaluating the exact DMT of the RC using Theorem 3 for several values of and , we found that which leads us to make the following conjecture that the upper bound is in fact tight. Conjecture 2: On a symmetric RC, , where is given by (49).
Remark 4: From the expression of in (51), we see that this particular upper bound does not depend on for . Thus, when this bound is active, adding an extra antenna at the relay node does not improve the DMT performance of the channel. This is an interesting difference between the HDand FD-RCs since for FD-RCs every additional antenna at the relay improves the diversity order for all values of multiplexing gains (recall (1)). Empirical results show that is a tight bound for the DMT on the HD-RC for and . For example, Fig. 3(b) illustrates this fact by showing that while adding an extra antenna on the FD-RC uniformly increases the achievable diversity orders at all multiplexing gains, the achievable diversity order on the corresponding HD-RC does not change for .
Remark 5: Another interesting fact revealed by Theorem 4 is that, as the number of antennas increases at the relay node, the difference in the DMT performance between the FD-RC and the HD-RC increases. From the expression of the upper bound in (52), we see that at a multiplexing gain of , the diversity order achievable on the HD-RC is upper bounded by but on an FD-RC, this is clearly not the case where the diversity order increases with . Fig. 4(a) demonstrates this phenomenon on a RC which is applicable to the scenario in Fig. 1(b) . Intuitively, the aforementioned phenomenon occurs because as the number of antennas at the relay increases, the signal forwarded by the relay node can significantly contribute to enhancing the diversity of the received signal at the destination node and hence the HD constraint becomes increasingly more restrictive (relative to the FD relay) because the relay node cannot transmit in the listening phase.
Remark 6:
A similar argument holds for the comparison between the DMT performance of the static and dynamic HD-RCs. In contrast to a static channel, since on a dynamic channel the switching time varies depending on the instantaneous channel matrices, it is expected that a larger number of antennas at the relay node make a bigger difference on the DMT performance.
The following result gives an explicit formula for the DMT of the HD-RC. Theorem 5: The optimal DMT of a HD HD-RC is given as (55)
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix G.
Remark 7: A comparison with the DMT of the class of static
HD-RCs (derived in [10] ), a numerical example of which is given in Fig. 1(a) , reveals that the DMT of such static HD-RCs are strictly smaller than that for their dynamic counterparts for . The next result gives an explicit DMT formula for the class of symmetric HD-RCs with single-antenna relays. The upper bound, is the DMT of the FD-RC (since performance of the FD-RC cannot be exceeded by a HD-RC) and the lower bound is taken to be the DMT of the static RC, denoted as serves as a lower bound (since dynamic protocols include static protocols as a special case).
The upper bound can easily be computed from [9] so that (57)
In order to obtain the lower bound, we shall derive an expression for the DMT of the static ( ) HD-RC. The DMT of the symmetric static HD-RC was established as the solution of a convex optimization problem in [10] and an analytic expression for only an upper bound 4 to the DMT was provided therein. Here, we obtain an exact closed-form solution to that optimization problem analytically, for the case of . Our starting point is thus (13) in [10] which is restated here for convenience (58) where Using an argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 2 in Appendix D, it can be shown that a further restriction to can be made without changing the solution of (58) but it greatly simplifies the problem as The proof that the solution of (59) is indeed identical to follows from induction and the details are relegated to Appendix H. The theorem is hence proved. 4 Although, for a large number of the DMT of the static RC was computed in [10] and was observed to be equal to , the analysis in [10] only proves that represents an upper bound to the DMT of the static RC.
So far, we have proved the achievability of the fundamental DMT of the channel with only the knowledge of the optimal switching time-which although does not require the knowledge of , is a function of -at the relay. In the next section, we shall consider the practical case where the relay node has just RCSI, i.e., the knowledge of .
V. DMT OF THE MIMO HD-RC WITH ONLY RCSI AT THE RELAY NODE
In the previous section, we established the fundamental DMT for the MIMO HD-RC. It hence represents the DMT achievable by the best cooperative protocol among all admissible ones with global CSI at both the relay and the destination. The QMF scheme in [13] however achieves this fundamental tradeoff with just the relay having knowledge of the switching time defined in (35) (with the destination node having global CSI), as argued in the previous section. In this section, we explore the question of what the DMT of the HD-RC is in more practical situations when the relay node only knows its incoming channels instantaneously but does not have access to global CSI or any function of it (including ). We refer to this DMT as the RCSI DMT.
In particular, we characterize the RCSI DMT of two classes of channels namely, and -RCs. Interestingly, it is shown that the lack of global CSI does not impair the DMT performance of these channels. Moreover, it is found that while on the two aforementioned classes of RCs the optimal diversity order at all multiplexing gains can be achieved with only RCSI at the relay node, the same is also true in general but only for higher multiplexing gain values [e.g., see Fig. 4(b) ].
Remark 8:
The DMT of the static MIMO HD-RC was obtained in [10] with the static CF protocol as the achievability scheme which requires global CSI at the relay. From Theorem 8.5 in [13] , however, we have that on the static HD-RC, the QMF protocol, which does not require any CSI at the relay node (cf., Section VIII-A of [13] ), can achieve the instantaneous capacity within a constant gap. Since a constant number of bits is insignificant in DMT metric, the QMF protocol can hence achieve the DMT of the static HD-RC. 5 Remark 9: If the DMT of the static and dynamic HD-RCs are identical over some range of multiplexing gains, then the optimal diversity orders at those values of the multiplexing gains can be achieved without any CSI at the relay node.
Example 1: From Fig. 4(b) , it is clear that the optimal diversity order achievable on the and HD-RCs can be achieved by the QMF protocol without any CSI at the relay for and , respectively. For all other values of , the relay node requires the optimal switching time (or ) to achieve the maximum diversity orders achievable by a dynamic protocol. 5 Similarly, it was shown in [13] that the (FD version of the) QMF protocol can achieve the instantaneous capacity of the FD-RC to within a constant gap. Hence, the DMT of the MIMO FD-RC obtained in [9] (and given by(1)) shown to be achievable for the CF protocol with global CSI at the relay can also be achieved by the QMF protocol without any CSI at the relay node (but with global CSI at the destination node).
As an immediate application of Remarks 8 and 9 and Theorem 5, we get the following result.
Corollary 1:
The fundamental DMT of the RC can be achieved by the DDF protocol, for multiplexing gains in and by the static QMF protocol for multiplexing gains in the interval . While the DDF protocol requires only CSIR, the QMF protocol does not require any CSI at the relay node, i.e., neither the DDF nor the QMF protocol requires global CSI at the relay node.
Proof: Theorem 5 provides the optimal DMT on a RC. Comparing it with the DMT of the DDF protocol on this channel derived in [26] which is restated here for convenience namely it is evident that the fundamental DMT of the HD-RC can be achieved by the DDF protocol for . Further, this DMT can be achieved by the DDF protocol with only the knowledge of at the relay node. On the other hand, it was proved in [10] that the DMT of the static HD-RC is for which coincides with the optimal DMT by Theorem 5 for this range. Hence, for , this DMT can be achieved by the QMF protocol without any CSI at the relay by Remarks 8 and 9.
The key enabling result for Corollary 1 beyond the DMTs of the DDF and the static HD-RC is the explicit DMT of the HD-RC of Theorem 5. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, Corollary 1 is the first result on the achievability of the DMT of a non-SISO HD-RC without global CSI at the relay node. This result, however, requires two different protocols for the two ranges of multiplexing gains. In this sense, the aforementioned result does not truly generalize the result in [30] in which it is shown that the QMF protocol achieves the DMT of the SISO HD-RC. 6 Example 2: Comparing the DMT of the DDF protocol with the fundamental DMT of the RC depicted in Fig. 1(a) , we see that the DDF protocol is DMT optimal on this channel for a multiplexing gain in the range . Moreover, since the static DMT is strictly smaller than that of the corresponding dynamic channel in this range, the CF and QMF protocols require global CSI and the optimal switching time information at the relay node, respectively, to achieve optimal DMT performance. However, the DDF protocol needs only source-to-relay CSI at the relay node. Clearly, the cooperative protocol of choice in this case (i.e., with ) is the DDF protocol (see also footnote 6). Note also that in general, while the QMF protocol requires global CSI at the destination, the DDF protocol does not need the source-RC information at the destination. 6 It was pointed out in the review of this paper that perhaps a dynamic QMF protocol that uses the switching time of the DDF protocol (which depends only on CSIR at the relay) for and operates like the static QMF protocol for might be a single protocol that achieves the optimal DMT of the HD-RC with just CSIR. This conjecture remains to be proved. Note also that the switching time still depends on the multiplexing gain in this case.
Remark 10: It is clear from Theorem 6 that for the class of non-SISO HD-RCs, we have (61)
Hence, the DMT of the HD-RC can be achieved by the static QMF protocol with no CSI at the relay node (i.e., without the knowledge of even the optimal switching time), thereby generalizing the result in [30] . In other words, for this class of HD-RCs dynamic operation of the relay does not help from the DMT perspective. Note also that since the DMT of the FD RC is also given be [9] , the DMT of the FD-RC can be achieved by an HD relay without any CSI at the relay node.
VI. CONCLUSION
The fundamental DMT of the three-terminal HD-RC is characterized. This allows an in-depth comparison of HD and FD relaying as well as dynamic and static operation of the relay as a function of the numbers of antennas at the three nodes. Unlike in the single-antenna RC, HD relaying in general results in a penalty relative to an FD relaying and an improved performance relative to static HD relaying at high SNR performance as measured by the DMT metric. The achievability of the fundamental DMT is shown via the dynamic QMF protocol [13] which requires only the knowledge of the optimal switching time at the relay. Classes of HD-RCs for which dynamic operation of the relay does not improve performance over that of static relaying are identified. For such RCs, the knowledge of switching time is not needed either. The problem of characterizing the DMT of the RC with multiple relays is one for future research as is the problem of finding finite block-length coding schemes that are DMT optimal.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 1
Let the singular value decomposition of be given as , where and are mutually independent unitary random matrices distributed uniformly over the set of square unitary matrices of corresponding dimensions (e.g., see [39, eq. (3.9)]). Using this fact, we can write
where the sets of nonzero elements of and are identical. In particular, given one, the other is fixed. Putting this in the expressions for and , we get where and are mutually independent random matrices that have the same distributions as and , respectively, since and are unitarily invariant (cf., [40] ). Letting and , we realize that both and still have mutually independent Gaussian entries conditioned on . Computing the conditional correlation between the two, we get where the last step follows from the fact that components of and are zero mean and mutually independent. This, along with the fact that and are Gaussian [41] proves that conditioned on or , they are independent. This in turn implies that and are independent given . Consequently, the eigenvalues of are independent of the eigenvalues of given .
APPENDIX B PROOF OF LEMMA 3
A) Proof of Part i: The proof consists of upper bounding in two steps the mutual information terms of the form , subject to a sum power constraint on . First, we use the fact that Gaussian input is optimal, and then in the second step, we use the monotonically increasing property of the function in the cone of psd matrices. where step follows from (63) and the last step follows from the fact that and is a monotonically increasing function in the cone of semidefinite matrices.
Using (65), we have Finally, substituting the aforementioned set of upper bounds in (26) and (27) and the resulting equations in (25) , we get (28) . B) Proof of Part ii: Let represent the distribution where and and and are mutually independent. Note that satisfies the input power constraints at the source and relay given in (5) and (6) . Then, denoting the mutual information evaluated at by , we see
where step follows from the fact that is a monotonically increasing function in the cone of psd matrices. Using a similar method, we get (67)
Now, from the definition of in (25) , we get where step follows from the fact that instead of maximizing over all possible input distributions, we are evaluating the righthand side of the equation at a particular distribution and in step we substituted the set of lower bounds from (66)-(69) in the expressions for and .
APPENDIX C PROOF OF LEMMA 4
We shall prove that , which when substituted in (38) , proves the lemma. Using some elementary properties of determinants in the expression of in (32) where and is the joint pdf of . Roughly, the aforementioned integral is a sum of an infinite number of terms of the form , one for each -tuple in . Laplace's method suggest that at the asymptotic SNR, only the term having minimum negative exponent dominates, i.e.,
where represents the support set of the joint pdf of specified in Theorem 1 and the expression of is given in (22) . Suppose at a given , the objective function attains the minimum value for an where for one or more 's. Let , where the minimization is componentwise. Clearly, but at this point, has a strictly smaller value. This proves that in the optimal solution, for all . The same is true for and . This, however, simplifies both the objective function and the constraint set giving the optimization problem in (41)-(48) and (42) in the statement of Theorem 2.
APPENDIX E PROOF OF THEOREM 3
The proof essentially contains two simplifying steps which consecutively simplify the optimization problem of Theorem 2. In the first step, a transformation of variables yields an equivalent problem having three variables independent of the values of , and . Analyzing the domain of definition of the equivalent problem, we find that in the optimal solution, one of the variables is a function of the other two resulting in an optimization problem having only two variables. We start with the first step.
Step 1: The objective function in (42) decreases strictly monotonically as is decreased for any and the rate of decrease with is smaller for a larger value of . The same is true for and . Thus, following a similar method as in [12] , it can be shown that if and satisfy (46)-(48), then the optimal choice of that minimizes is given by , where When or , the objective function has a property which we state now that will be helpful to solve the minimization problem in the next section.
Claim 1: The functions and are monotonically decreasing with for a given and , respectively, whereas is monotonically decreasing with .
Proof: It can be shown using (75)-(77) that when , we have Using these relations in the expression for , after some algebra, we get
The aforementioned function is a strictly monotonically increasing function of for each . Each of the 's in turn is a monotonically decreasing function of which makes the aforementioned function a monotonically decreasing function of . Similarly, it can be shown that is a monotonically decreasing function of . However, when both and , then we have Using this in the expression for , we get which by a similar argument as earlier is a monotonically decreasing function of .
Step 2: In this final step, we determine the minimum of on and establish the theorem. Note that if , then and . Let us denote these maximum values of and by and , respectively. Depending on the value of , the set of feasible pairs takes on different shapes as shown in the following figures. For example, when , the feasible set of pairs is the region ABCDE shown in Fig. 5(a) .
For any given value of , the following observations will help us solve the problem.
1) The optimal pair always lies on the boundary BCDE or BDE, because the objective function is monotonically decreasing with both and . 2) By the same argument, the optimal point on the line segment BC and ED are C and D, respectively. Now, we argue that the optimal solution does not lie in . Note that when , the optimal solution for the tuple is point D where . However, when , we have either or . In both of these cases, the objective function is monotonically decreasing with (e.g., see Claim 1). The same is true for . Therefore, it is clear from the definition of that when should be (also can be) increased until the constraint becomes active. In that case, however, we have because So, the objective function does not attain its minimum value when and we need to optimize the objective function only over the set . In the definition of , the condition in terms of and can be converted to constraints on as (83) where Also, by the previous argument, the optimal tuple lies on the arc CD and satisfies . Further on the arc CD, can take any value between point E, where and F, where and thus lies in the range . Using these facts, we see that the optimal solution is given by
APPENDIX F PROOF OF THEOREM 4
To prove the theorem, we evaluate the minimum value of the objective function in the optimization problem of Theorem 3 over different carefully chosen subsets of the feasible set. The choice of these subsets also helps us to obtain a closed-form expression for the optimal solution in each subset. The union of these sets might not be equal to the feasible set. The minimum of these different optimal solutions represent the minimum value of the objective function over a subset of the feasible set and hence yields only an upper bound to the actual minimum. The proof is divided into different cases and each case considers a particular subset of the feasible set.
Case 1 ( ): We know the optimal tuple satisfies . So, implies either or . Since we are considering the symmetric case , without loss of generality, we assume . From the definition of , we get for . Since the objective function is monotonically decreasing with for a given and to minimize the objective function, the maximum possible value of should be chosen, i.e.,
. We need to consider two different cases: 1) and 2 7 Recall the optimal solution lies on the arc CD in Fig. 5(a) .
Case 5 ( ): We further assume , i.e., . Using the fact that the optimal solution always lies on the arc CD in Fig. 5(a 
APPENDIX G PROOF OF THEOREM 5
The optimization problem of Theorem 3 is solved analytically for . Denoting the optimal solution for this case by and specializing Theorem 3, we get (91) where and and can be computed from (83) and Theorem 3 by setting . Since the objective function is symmetric with respect to and , without loss of generality, we can assume that , which in turn implies . Differentiating with respect to , we see that the function in (91) is a monotonically decreasing function of for any given when . It is thus minimized when . Putting this in the aforementioned equation, we get (92) where . Note that in the aforementioned equation is a concave function of of the form depicted in Fig. 6 (in this figure, and ) which intersects the x-axis at . Thus, the objective function is minimized for the following values of : which in turn is equivalent to
Putting these values for optimal in (92), we get the DMT of the HD-RC as in (55), thus proving the theorem.
APPENDIX H PROOF OF THEOREM 6 (CONTINUED)
Here, we prove the following identity by mathematical induction (93)
For
, the result is given in [30] . Assuming that (93) is true for , we prove that it is also true for . Now, from the objective function in (59) and the constraint(60), it is clear that for , the objective function decays at the fastest rate if is decreased with increasing . 8 Therefore, for , the optimal solution is for , and . Putting this in (59), we get (94) On the other hand, since for , substituting in (59), we see that the optimization problem can be written as (95) subject to the following constraints:
Evidently, the solution of (95) at a given is the DMT of the static HD-RC evaluated at , which by the induction assumption is Combining this with (94), we get and thus, by induction, we have the desired result.
